Our dual stream school…

NEWSLETTER
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Term 3 Week 4

What are school community values …
BRPS School Values

a canvas for teaching and a means for
play and self-expression. Children are
encouraged to explore their world
and build confidence and
independence for themselves.

There is a palpable sense of
'community' at our school where
Over the last two terms the students,
relationships with parents (past and
staff and school community have
present) are nurtured. We encourage
been gathering information and
participation at all levels. Old scholars
evidence to develop our school
who return to support our programs
values. This process involved student, Teamwork
bring a sense of stability, wisdom and
staff and community discussions as
Working in groups builds confidence, history to the school; new families
well as surveys.
cooperation, empathy and resilience. bring new ideas, new skills and
Mick Lorenz, our governing council
We encourage collaborative learning vitality. We believe that good
chairperson, has collated all this
communication is essential to
experiences through group projects
information to create the following
building good relationships and the
and exercises. As a small school we
values:
best outcomes for our students.
have a unique opportunity to work
across both streams and all year
Our Young Leaders are developing
Happiness
levels. Our afternoon programs and
these values further by exemplifying
Happy children are more enthusiastic
special events involve all students
what these values look like at our
about learning and tend to be less
striving towards common goals,
school.
distracted.
which enhance their learning and
Planning for 2019
sense of belonging.
At Basket Range we foster a positive
environment that celebrates the role
This term we have begun planning for
Inclusion
of nature and active or play based
Inclusive school communities support 2019. As a dual stream school we will
learning. We have a wholistic
have the following classes working
and address the individual needs of
approach to education that
alongside each other and together;
every child.
encompasses the social, emotional
and intellectual development of the
Mainstream Steiner
We respect difference, listening and
child. Our students build confidence
Reception—
Reception class
being open to new approaches, and
and self-esteem, are equipped with
Yr
3
class
Yr 1 and 2 class
view all children as active and valued
essential life skills and achieve
4-7
class
Yr 3 and 4 class
participants who have the right to be
excellent educational outcomes.
heard and provided with equitable

Creativity

access to education. We will work
with parents to shape the best
educational outcomes for the
individual needs of their child and
view our approach to inclusion as
providing a role model for the way
our children might live together as
adults.

Creative learning develops curiosity,
resourcefulness, collaboration and
imagination.
We nurture and develop creativity by
creating learning environments in
which students are challenged and
inspired, and where learning is
relevant to their experiences. We use
our stunning natural surroundings as

Community
When schools, parents, families and
communities work together
everyone benefits.

We are currently working with our
fantastic community to set up the
New Mainstream Early Years Class in
the current 4-7 Pear Tree class (who
will relocate into the Art Room) and
the Steiner 1/2 class in the Gumnut
Room
Nancy Saccoia
Principal
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News from the Cherry Tree Rooms...
Music, speech, story and movement based number
experience develop embodied knowledge. Future work
Mathematics in the Steiner early years is not a separate
with algebra will depend on being able to elaborate,
subject but an integrated experience in a play- based
imagine and balance two sides of the equation. The sense
curriculum. Numerical and geometric qualities of the
of balance in forms made in creative play and in
world engage children in authentic Home and Garden
activities and in Stories and Circle Time, which bring these movement is a necessary step towards that skill. Being
able to measure objects and oneself in relation to the
qualities to the children in an authentic and meaningful
world is built upon a practical play-based exploration.
way.
Seeing the geometric forms and gestures in nature
Movement and number rhymes and games in morning
requires first a sensitive immersion in their creative
circle, number-based stories and imitated work in
dynamics and a playing with forms as they metamorphose
cooking, drawing, beeswax modelling and craft all allow
from concave to convex for example. Weaving circle and
development of mathematical experience and skills. In
spiral forms in games also brings experience of creative
self-directed play these experiences are integrated and
dynamics. Experience of time as a rhythmic cycle before it
creatively expressed by the child.
is conceptualised and measured numerically brings trust
Rhythmic work of number rhymes and games, number
in a living, harmonious unfolding of time.
related stories are heard and played out, and finger
‘ASCF Class Curriculum’
games and action rhymes are one area of number
Our class trip to Luci’s shop (Head Heart and Hands) on
development. Conversation between children weave in
Thursday was delightful. The children were very excited
numbers - How many children are here today? I have 5
as we meandered through familiar and unfamiliar parts of
gems, how many do you have? Play also affords rich and
the hills. Luci’s shop was chock full of treasures which
ever changing opportunities for counting, for example,
how many children will fit into the cubby; shell paths are took the children by surprise. Many questions about
where all the bits and pieces had all come from and who
sorted into pairs of increasing size and laid out with one
had made them.
to one correspondence. Home and garden activities use
counting in number using cups for cooking and the
number of watering cans to take to the herb or vegetable
patch in gardening.

Reception—Cherry Buds

Spatial awareness is developed initially through one’s own
movement in space. Measurement happens informally as
children play - Will the log fit in the house? There are 5
steps to the door. In gardening the buckets of soil and
arrangement of flower and vegetable beds in neat rows
or circle forms bring real life geometry and capacity.
Beeswax modelling allows experience of threedimensional forms, which metamorphose from one to
another. Crafts such as lantern making, sewing and fingerknitting all involve forms. Ordering of rhythms of time
occurs in the unfolding cycles of day and night, days of
the week, and in the seasons which are the focus of
stories and songs, craft and festivals.
We all made a
puppet to be taken
Statistics is the gathering of data about the world and its away with us. A
presentation in a meaningful way. Children first go
colourful array of
through a stage of immersion and then slowly awaken to angels boxed up
conscious perceptions, which are named and ordered.
for the long
There must be a balance between these two elements.
journey back on
Play, involvement in daily tasks and teachers work all
the bus ready to
allow for a natural unfolding of ordered perception and
be played with
presentation of information.
tomorrow. Then
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Week 4 Term 3

News from the Cherry Tree Rooms...
we settled into the ‘puppet performance.’ Maybe you
will hear a re-telling of ‘Mother Holly’ some time soon.
Many of the children from last year remember hearing
this story when they were in reception, while the
reception children will know it as well.
This term is flying by and hopefully we will begin to feel
the coming of spring soon. In class, cubby building and
puppet lands for story telling are in full swing. As we
move into the second part of term we will begin learning
new songs and dances and stitching spring craft to
beckon forth a warming sun. More play of course and as
the days grow warmer we will venture forth and visit the
longed for Rivenwood Lane.

Sandy Hobb
Year One—Cherry Blossoms
Wild winds, torrential rain, icy hail and dark clouds have
had no affect whatsoever on the eager enthusiasm of the
children for their lessons. The first Main lesson for this
term has been the introduction to the vowels and their
alternate sounds, brought by the Angel Vowels.
So far we have been working with the consonants which
get their shapes from the archetypal images visible in the
world. The children anticipate each new consonant
introduced by the alliterative sound of the name (Peter
Possum, Silver Serpent, King Crab etc), and its connection
to the image. They are mostly formed in the front of the
mouth with the lips, tongue and teeth, and give form and
structure to the words we say. The children know the
consonants by their name, sound and the different
gesture each one has. In class we have a secret language
of gestures which we practice regularly together and use
to communicate in silence with. This require great
concentration, awareness of the other and developed
mental processing.

The vowel sounds express emotions and inner moods.
'Oh', 'Ah', 'Ee', are some of the vowel sounds we make
when excited, happy or surprised. They are voiced from
the front, middle or back of
the mouth and throat. We
do a great deal of aural and
oral practice in lessons. The
children must be able to
distinguish the sounds and
where they occur in a word.
They need to hear, speak
and make the gesture for the
correct vowel sound in a
word and identify the letter
symbol. I know we are on
the right track when the
children start correcting me!
A class culture is developed in many ways in the
classroom and outside in the playground. The children
form strong bonds and are acutely aware when one of
the tribe is not there. Within the lessons and through the
stories, the children build on their social awareness and
skills for managing themselves and others in loving and
constructive ways. For instance in this Main lesson each
of the Angels brings with them a special gift. Angel A
brings the gift of the ability to appreciate the natural
beauty in the world; Angel E brings the gift of serenity
and willingness to help others; Angel I brings the gift of
doing what is right and acknowledging the best in each
other; Angel O brings the gift of love, protection and
caring for others; and Angel U brings the gift of respect,
honesty and trust in oneself. The children learn the
names and sounds of the Angels, they listen to stories of
the Angels deeds and share stories of their own good
deeds. They practice these behaviours when with their
classmates, other students and friends.

Sue Gleeson
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News from the Apple Cottage...
Greetings all,
At the beginning of this term we welcomed William, who has
joined us in class 2 for the remainder of the year. We have
welcomed back Etienne, Danby and Pelle who all have had
overseas extended family holidays and we have farewelled Jaya
and Kousei who have recently left for extended overseas family
holidays. In the context of a small class and continuity of learning
this has been a little disruptive to all concerned.
We have just completed our first 2 main lessons for this term.
Class 2 was an English main lesson entitled the King of Ireland’s
Son. It is a classic Celtic Tale full of magic and challenge ideally
suited for the class 2 child. Class 3 students completed an English
based grammar main lesson where they have learned to identify
and use the various parts of speech to improve their sentence
structure and to create different nuances of sentences. Both the
story content will continue and the practice and identification of
parts of speech throughout the remainder of the term in practice
lessons.
Our next 3 week main lesson block is Maths based for both
classes, Y2 Patterns in Number where we discover relationship
and patterns within number and Y3 Time Measurement where
we look at the cycles within cycles of time.
The Gymnastics sports afternoon program went well and the
older group were also practising some dances in preparation for
the Bush Dance.
We are gaining confidence with our recorder playing and in the
last weeks of term we will work on a class play to share with the
parents and students. I have on order from Mecurius the wooden
recorders. Families with their own wooden descant recorders are
welcome to bring them in.
Kind regards,
Michael Simmons
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Week 4 Term 3

News from the Gumnut Room…
The children in the Gumnut room have been working hard on Procedure writing. They have investigated the
structure of procedure writing and when and why we use this text type. This is the one of many text types
children have explicitly learnt about and used. Other examples have been shared through previous
newsletters. Enjoy some examples of their procedures.
A culmination of this
work was to write out
recipes and vote on
the one or two we
would use for our
class cooking.
Guess what
the children
chose?

In mathematics the children have engaged with multiplication, division and gathering, displaying and
interpreting data. They have played the multiplication and division game, this challenged them initially but
they are now quite good at answering correctly to gain more points in the game. Ask them how to play the
game at home.

Nancy Saccoia
The 2018 Winter Fair –what a huge success. Starting with a heavy frost early
in the morning for set up, it turned into a perfect winter’s day with the
weather crisp, clear and sunny.
We had a huge crowd of visitors, certainly larger than last year, even
attracting a number from the political sphere. Georgina Downer
accompanied past student and current Foreign Minister Julie Bishop along
with a large contingent of media. Julie certainly enjoyed the opportunity to
visit classrooms and relive her primary school years. All of our visitors
certainly enjoyed the food and entertainment on offer and at the end of the
day we had quite a number of very happy people with reason to celebrate as they were winners in our raffles.
To our extremely generous sponsors we are appreciative of the goods or services donated for our $10 Lucky Square
Raffle, $2 raffle or for items consumed on the day. Without this generosity we would not have been able to raise
approx. $7000; double that of last year! Please support our sponsors throughout the year.
While the effort on the day put in by our parents, students, staff and wider community is massive the effort in the lead
up is gargantuan and to Nikaela Stephenson our Fair Coordinator we extend a heartfelt thank you. To Cat and Iain
McIntee, Jane Wolff and all the others who assisted, we thank you.

Week 4 Term 3
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News from the Pear Tree Room...
We have had a fantastic term so far. The children have
really enjoyed having our energetic, enthusiastic student
teachers helping them learn. With Tim’s science
background and Alicia’s art and History we have had
some really exciting lessons!

In maths we have been looking at measurement with lots
of practical back to front problems to work out mass,
weight and capacity. The children especially loved
popping their corn to work out if the volume, mass or
weight changed!

In English we have been focussing on paragraphs,
introductions and conclusions. The children enjoyed
working on their ‘Cats Outdoors’ persuasive text and had
some really interesting and well thought out opinions.
Alicia has been doing a projects exploring Aboriginal
culture including art works and dream time stories. Tim
A special mention to our Pear Tree Award recipients so
has been teaching the children how to create graphic
far this term – Jasper, Callum, Ben, Milly, Sofia, Fred,
novels and exploring the text ‘The Arrival’ by Shaun Tan. Oscar.
With our upcoming excursion to Oceanic Victor the
Claire Gallagher
children have been researching what creatures they may
see alongside the Blue Fin Tuna.
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Winter Festival...

Throughout term 2 the children prepared for the
Winter Festival which was held on Thursday 4 July.
It was attended by many families including lots of
grandparents. Our students sang winter songs as the
fire was lit then went to collect and light their lanterns,
re-joining their families to commence the lantern walk
through the forest. Families were serenaded with the
song Dona Nobis as they left to go home.
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Winter Fair...
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Winter Fair cont...
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TriSkills...

Upcoming Dates ...
Thursday 23 August 2018
Years 2-7 Excursion to Oceanic Victor

Friday 21 September 2018
School Tour Ring to make a booking

Friday 24 August 2018
Book Week Dress Up Day

Wednesday 26 September 2018
Celebration Assembly

Monday 27 August 2018
Pupil Free Day

Friday 28 September 2018
End of term 3 Early dismissal at 2:15pm

Wednesday 12 September2018
Governing Council meeting 6:30pm

Don’t forget to check our page:

https://www.facebook.com/basketrangeps

Basket Range Primary School
16 Cramond Rd Basket Range SA 5138
PH: 8390 3466
FAX: 8390 1062
EMAIL: dl.0511_info@schools.sa.edu.au

